AKAZI KANOZE 2 PROJECT

Results at a Glance

In three years
2014 - 2017
reaching over 220,000
Senior 4 and Level 3 students in 30 districts of Rwanda

383 student saving & lending groups created
which saved $19,000

Employment and Work Readiness Gains

An impact evaluation found that overall, AK2 youth are 8%
And AK2 young women are 12%
more likely to be employed

AK2 youth experienced a 20%
increase in their level of confidence to find work
as opposed to no increase for a control group

2,503 public and private institutions provided
School to Work Transition opportunities to AK2 youth

Building Local Capacity and Sustainability

EDC's Work Readiness curriculum
has been embedded nationally in the TVET and General Secondary School Curricula

101 Government of Rwanda officials trained in work readiness & measuring soft skills

511 MINEDUC teachers were trained in
Work Readiness Teaching
delivery approach and methodology

EDC Learning transforms lives.